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The industry is facing many tough challenges, from asset retention and client acquisition to
succession planning and advisor development.
Asset Retention & Client Acquisition
• More than $59 trillion will pass from one generation to the next1
• 90% of prospective heirs say they will move assets to another firm once they receive their inheritance2
Succession Planning & Advisor Development
• Less than 20% of owners or partners of financial advisory firms have a succession plan3
• Which change is the wealth industry least prepared for? — The rise of Millennial investors4
Ivy Investment’s award-winning GenLink program5 offers a suite of generational materials
designed to bring cutting edge research and insight to financial advisors by exploring
demographic shifts, personalities and financial outlooks of each generation.
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From Traditionalist to Generation Edge, advisors must understand each of the generations in order
to continue growing their businesses.
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Advisors who create experiences that better relate to each of the generations have the opportunity
to cement a loyal client base and capture assets in motion.
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Advisor Link
Ivy Investments has developed GenLink to cover the ways advisors like to learn, including:
• Reports on how to better reach each generation

• Interactive e-Learning (CE approved)

• Short and engaging videos

• Presentations and keynote addresses

• Articles addressing current generational topics

• Resources to help recruit and retain the next
generation of advisors

• Infographics
• Client facing materials

Ivy Investments offers the GenLink program to help you understand each generation, cement a loyal client base and capture assets
in motion. Go to ivyinvestments.com to view GenLink reports, videos, articles, infographics and eLearning tools available.
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This information is prepared by an unrelated independent third party, BridgeWorks, and is provided for informational purposes only. Ivy Distributors, Inc., believes the
information has been obtained from sources considered to be reliable, but does not guarantee the accuracy of the information provided.
IVY INVESTMENTS® refers to the investment management and investment advisory services offered by Ivy Investment Management Company, the financial services
offered by Ivy Distributors, Inc., a FINRA member broker dealer and the distributor of IVY FUNDS® mutual funds and IVY VARIABLE INSURANCE PORTFOLIOS℠, and the
financial services offered by their affiliates.
The STAR Awards program honors the mutual fund industry for its efforts to communicate with and market to investors in ways that support their investment goals. For
20 years, the STAR Awards program has been distinguished as the premier mutual fund industry competition, one which encourages excellence and fosters improvement
and innovation. To be considered for a Star Award, fund companies submit nominations, along with an entry fee, which are judged based on effectiveness, message,
educational value, innovation, user experience and design. Judges are selected by the MFEA and include industry executives in marketing, communications and design.
thestarawards.com/program-details
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